A Case Study of an Academic Achievement-oriented Student in Game-based Learning
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Abstract—VISOLE (Virtual Interactive Student-Oriented Learning Environment) is a teacher-facilitated constructivist pedagogical approach to empower game-based learning. In combination with scaffolding, situated cognition, reflection, and debriefing, VISOLE aims at providing students with opportunities to acquire subject-specific knowledge in a multi-disciplinary fashion and sharpen their higher-order thinking skills for problem solving. Farmtasia is the first online game designed to facilitate the VISOLE approach. We conducted a qualitative case study, in the setting of formal curricular teaching in a secondary school, to look into the course of students’ learning in VISOLE. This paper discusses a part of the entire study, focusing on delineating an impeding phenomenon, arbitrary gaming, which emerged in an academic achievement-oriented student’s learning process. The findings provided insights into the issue of implementing VISOLE and game-based learning in general in school education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary game-based learning researchers have been endeavouring to study how to harness games to facilitate constructivist learning [1]. In general, their work can be categorized into two initiatives, namely, education in games, and games in education. Education-in-game researchers (e.g., [2], [3], [4]) advocate the adoption of existing recreational games in the commercial market for educational use. On the other hand, game-in-education researchers (e.g., [5], [6], [7]) design their educational games based on particular learning paradigms and articulated with specific learning contents.

Nevertheless, in the course of game-based learning, students often have difficulties in making connections between games and the referent real-world systems that the games are intended to represent [8]. On top of that, simulations in games can never be exact reflections of the reality [9]. Even though a student invests considerable time in uncovering the “functional dependencies” of a game, successful game-playing per se may not generate insights into its underlying knowledge [10].

We realize that the discussion of game-based learning should not only focus narrowly on exploiting games into another type of “self-contained” constructivist learning environment. It is also important to explore how to articulate gaming and learning with teacher-facilitated pedagogy which assists students in transforming their gaming experience into learning experience. Regrettably, most of the recent game-based learning studies, either education-in-game or game-in-education, have no strong emphasis on this matter.

Using a game-in-education approach, we have initiated VISOLE—Virtual Interactive Student-Oriented Learning Environment, a teacher-facilitated constructivist pedagogical approach to empower game-based learning [11]. It aims at providing students with opportunities to acquire subject-specific knowledge in a multi-disciplinary fashion, and sharpen their higher-order thinking skills for problem-solving. Farmtasia [12], which is the first online game designed to facilitate the VISOLE approach, was developed based on a part of the senior secondary 1 Geography curriculum in Hong Kong. We will go into the details of VISOLE and Farmtasia in Sections II & III.

A. Initial Evaluation of VISOLE

In 2006, we carried out an evaluative study on VISOLE (with Farmtasia) in the form of a competition (as an extracurricular activity), involving 28 teachers and 254 secondary-4 (K10) students from 16 schools in Hong Kong [13]. We adopted a quantitative-based treatment approach to investigate whether VISOLE could “yield” the new learning opportunities as its original design. We also conducted a number of post-treatment interviews with the students in each school so as to gain more understanding of their learning process in VISOLE.

Through the pre- and post-tests, we obtained positive results in terms of the students’ advancement in the knowledge and higher-order thinking skills concerned. However, a significant amount of the interviewed students revealed that a number of impeding phenomena emerged during the course of their participation in VISOLE. A number of “plausible” student factors 2 leading to these impeding phenomena were identified; one of them was related to their perception of the effectiveness of game-based

1 It corresponds to K10-11 of education in the United States, Canada, etc.
2 Other plausible factors included students’ interest in gaming, prior gaming experiences, and conception of learning.
learning for helping them get good academic achievement in school exams. We named this factor students’ academic achievement-orientation.

Through this evaluative study, we gained some initial understanding of students’ learning process in VISOLE, but the findings were far from being “in-depth.” Furthermore, since we conducted the study in the setting of a competition, “what happens when VISOLE enters a ‘real’ classroom” was still unknown.

B. Aim of the Paper

Based on the findings of the initial evaluative study, we conducted further an in-depth qualitative case study on the “inner-workings” of students’ learning process in VISOLE. Our focus was to probe into the impeding phenomena which emerged during their participation in VISOLE. We carried out this research in the setting of formal curricular teaching, involving 1 teacher and 40 secondary-4 students. This paper reports a part of the entire research, discussing an academic achievement-oriented students’ learning process in VISOLE, and the insights we obtained therein.

II. VISOLE

Framed by the theoretical foundation of intrinsic motivation [14], situated cognition [15], reflection [16], and scaffolding [17], VISOLE is composed of three operable pedagogical phases as follows.

A. Phase 1: Multi-disciplinary Scaffolding

A VISOLE teacher assists VISOLE students in gaining some preliminary high-level abstract knowledge (as their prior knowledge to the next learning phase) based upon a selected multi-disciplinary framework through some face-to-face scaffolding lessons. In this phase, the students are equipped with “just enough” knowledge, and given only some initial “knowledge pointers.” They have to go on acquiring the necessitated knowledge and skills on their own in the next learning phase, not only from the designated learning resources but also a wider repertoire of non-designated resources, such as the Internet.

B. Phase 2: Game-based Situated Learning

This phase deploys an online multi-player interactive game portraying a virtual world in which each student plays a role to shape its development. The missions, tasks and problems therein are generative and open-ended, and there is no prescribed solution. Since every single action can affect the whole virtual world, the students have to take account of the overall effects associated with their strategies and decisions on others contextually and socio-culturally. Being situated in this virtual world, the students need to acquire the subject-specific knowledge involved. Apart from that, they also need higher-order thinking skills to analyze problems occurring therein, as well as create and evaluate different possible solutions to solve the problems.

C. Phase 3: Reflection and Debriefing

This phase interlaces with the activities in Phase 2. After each bout of gaming, the students are required to write their own journal to reflect on their learning experience formatively. On the other side, the teacher monitors closely the progress of the students’ development of the virtual world at the backend. He/she looks for and tries to act on “debriefable” moments to “lift” the students out of particular situations in the game. In this phase, the teacher extracts problematic and critical scenarios arising in the virtual world, and conducts case studies with his/her students through some face-to-face debriefing lessons.

III. Farmtasia

Farmtasia [12] is the first online game created to facilitate Phase 2 of VISOLE. The content of the game was developed upon a multi-disciplinary topic, Agriculture, in the senior secondary Geography curriculum of the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE)3 [18]. This topic involves eight areas of subject knowledge, including natural environment, biology, economics, government, production systems, technology, natural hazards, and environmental problems.

Farmtasia features interacting farming systems which cover the domains of cultivation, horticulture, and pasturage. In this virtual world, each student acts as a farm manager to run a farm. Each of them competes for two quantified outcomes, i.e., financial gain and reputation, with three other students who are also running their own farm simultaneously somewhere nearby.

Farmtasia operates in a bout-based manner (consisting of 12 bouts of gaming, 1 hour per bout), and in accelerated mode (every bout equates to 6 months in the virtual world). In this game, students have to formulate and implement various investment and operational strategies to yield both quality and abundant farm products for profit making (the financial gain) in the market. Besides, they should always keep an eye on the contextual factors (e.g., temperature, rainfall, wind-speed, etc.) of the virtual world so as to perform just-in-time actions (such as cultivating and reaping crops at appropriate time). In spite of the competition for the financial gain, the richest may not be the final winner. Students’ final reputation in the virtual world is another crucial judging criterion. This reputation is governed by good public policies and is determined by students’ practice in sustainable development and environmental protection.

For enabling teachers to review students’ performance and extract their gaming scenarios for conducting debriefing lessons (Phase 3 of VISOLE), we implemented a teacher console in Farmtasia. When students are running their farm in the virtual world, the game server will record their every single gaming action. Through the teacher console, teachers can replay students’ gaming proceedings in the form of video playback.

A blogging platform was developed to facilitate students’ reflection exercise in Phase 3 of VISOLE. After each bout of gaming, students are required to “blog” their own reflective journal through this platform. By reading students’ blogs, teachers can grasp more clues about each student’s performance.

---

3 HKCEE is an important public examination in Hong Kong secondary education, equivalent to O-level examination in the United Kingdom.
gaming/learning progress. These clues can assist teachers in selecting more critical debriefing content (students’ gaming proceedings) to be discussed with their students.

IV. RESEARCH DESIGN

In the present study, a critical beginning task was to invite Geography teachers who were experienced and willing to implement VISOLE in their teaching practice. This was not an easy task, because VISOLE (even game-based learning) has been a rather new pedagogical idea to the education community in Hong Kong.

Our initial invitation scope focused on the five Geography teachers from those 28 teachers who had participated in the prior evaluative study in 2006 [13]. Eventually, only one female teacher, Tracy (pseudonym), was willing to participate in this research. The reasons for the rejection given by the other four teachers were similar, and frank indeed. They did not want to take “risk” to teach the formal curriculum concerned with a new educational innovation. Owing to the practical constraint on recruiting additional suitable teacher participants, we adopted a single-case study approach. This case involved Tracy’s implementation of VISOLE (with Farmtasia) in teaching her Geography class of 40 secondary-4 students on the topic of Agriculture.

A. Identification of an Academic Achievement-oriented Student

Three weeks before Tracy’s implementation of VISOLE, we conducted a questionnaire-based survey to gather the 40 students’ information related to the plausible factors (identified in the prior evaluative study) that might lead to the emergence of the impeding phenomena. The data collected helped us identify preliminarily a number of initial key student informants in the study. Furthermore, with the school principal’s approval, we also gathered the students’ exam results in the previous semester. This information enabled us to verify the survey data.

One week before the implementation, we visited the class twice to start developing a friendly rapport with the students. Besides, purposively, we chatted with the initial key student informants in an informal way so as to gain more understanding about their background and triangulate further the survey data. Finally, we selected Carol (pseudonym), a female student as one of the focal units of analysis [19] in the entire study.

Carol was an academic performance-oriented student, and one of the top-three academic achievers in the class. In the survey, she indicated that her most preferred teachers’ pedagogical style was the one that could help her get excellent results in exams. In the chat with Carol during the class visits, she doubted the effectiveness of “learning through gaming.”

B. Implementation Setting

There were two 70-minute Geography lessons every week in the school. Tracy used six weeks (namely, Weeks 1 to 6) to implement the VISOLE approach. It consisted of three scaffolding lessons (Phase 1), 12 bouts of gaming (Phase 2, namely Bouts 1 to 12), and four debriefing lessons (Phase 3).

The scaffolding lessons were completed in the first two weeks. The students started playing Farmtasia in Week 3. They played one bout every two to three days until Week 6. Tracy conducted the debriefing lessons respectively after Bouts 2, 4, 7, and 12. Due to the insufficiency of the lesson time, the students were asked to play the game at home mainly. Nevertheless, in order to facilitate us to observe their “physical” gaming behaviour, we required them to play some bouts (Bouts 2, 4, and 10) during some lessons (namely, gaming lessons).

C. Data Collection

During the VISOLE process, we adopted multiple data collection means to probe into the students’ learning process. Apart from the participants’ self-reported data and our own observational data, the documentary evidence also played a significant role in this research. Table 1 shows a summary of the data types (in the left column) and the corresponding collection means (in the right column) involved.

V. FINDINGS

Fig. 1 shows the bouts that Carol participated in Farmtasia. From Bouts 1 to 7, she played the game in an on-and-off manner. Nevertheless, starting from Bout 8, she went on playing every bout until the end of the game (Bout 12).

In this paper, we define arbitrary gaming as—

When a student is playing a game, his or her gaming acts are haphazard or even illogical, without caring about his/her gaming outcomes.

The following will spell out how and why the arbitrary gaming phenomenon emerged in the course of Carol’s participation in VISOLE.
A. From Bout 1 to Bout 7

In the first seven bouts of the game, Carol only played Bouts 2 and 4 which were scheduled to be played in the gaming lessons. She skipped all other bouts which were scheduled to be played at home. During the period of Bouts 1 to 7, Carol did not write a single piece of learning reflection on her blog.

When reviewing Carol’s gaming proceedings, we could identify her arbitrary-gaming acts easily. For example, in Bout 2, she bought a milking machine with no cattle being kept in her pasturage. She commanded the workers to irrigate her cropland frequently even though the aqua-index of the soil was very high. Fig. 2 is a screen shot of Carol’s farm captured at the end of Bout 2. As shown, the pasturage was idle, and the crops in the cropland withered away due to her over-irrigation. On top of that, both cropland and orchard were being attacked by nematode diseases.

We triangulated further these arbitrary-gaming acts through a retrospective interview\(^4\) with Carol after Bout 2—

\[\text{Why did you command your workers to irrigate the cropland 32 times during the second week of July (in the virtual time)?}\]

Carol: Irrigation was simply the basic work in a farm...

\[\text{Why was it 32 times?}\]

Carol: ... (irresponsive)

\[\text{Why did you only do irrigation but no fertilization?}\]

Carol: ... (irresponsive) ... to be true, I played the game recklessly...

In Bout 4, again, she played the game arbitrarily. She employed 36 workers and bought 10 heads of cattle (see Fig. 2). However, she neither commanded the workers to conduct any farming-related work in her cropland / orchard, nor fed the cattle in her pasturage. She spent a lot of the time making the workers move back and forth in the farm.

B. From Bout 8 to Bout 12

After Bout 7, Tracy was aware that an increasing number of the students neither played the game nor blogged their learning reflection. Thus, Tracy launched an intervention. Starting from Bout 8, for those students who completed a bout and blogged a reflective piece, Tracy would award them two marks. These marks would then contribute to their continuous assessment performance in the semester.

After Tracy had launched the “2-mark intervention,” Carol found that it was “justified” to continue her participation in VISOLE. She resumed her gaming and started her blogging since Bout 8. However, according to her gaming proceedings of the remaining bouts, she just kept her farm idle for most of the time. On top of that, all of the reflective pieces found on her blog were superficial—

I successfully completed Bout 8 ;-) 
I successfully completed Bouts 9 ;-) 
I successfully completed Bouts 10 ;-) 
I successfully completed Bouts 11 ;-) 
I successfully completed Bouts 12 ;-) 

C. Discussion

In Biggs and Moore’s [20] terms, Carol was an “achieving student” whose studying strategy was to maximize the chances of obtaining good results in exams. In the interview with Carol after Bout 12, she told us that, during the period of the VISOLE process, she had been working hard to study the Agriculture topic with the textbook on her own. She believed that this was the best way to get a good result in the semester-end Geography exam. Carol did not embrace the learning opportunities offered in VISOLE. She realized the effectiveness of “learning through gaming” was low—

I don’t see gaming as an effective learning approach ... undoubtedly, it is more interesting than usual classes... however, in terms of getting good performance in exam, I am certain that gaming is not as effective as traditional lessons or even self-study, ...

\(^4\) Before the interview, Carol was allowed to review her gaming proceedings (with the teacher console) for recalling her memory.
A common premise of constructivist game-based learning is that, failure (e.g., undesirable happenings) in games will lead to discrepancies between what students understood in the past and what they have experienced in the games [11]. Learning is experience plus reflection [16]. By reflecting on the discrepancies, students will establish new learning goals for what they need to acquire in order to make sense out of those discrepancies. This constructivist process, however, was not witnessed in Carol’s gaming proceedings or her blog. She played the game arbitrarily, without caring about the gaming scores or worrying about the undesirable happenings occurring in her farm. Compared with her classmates [21, 22], Carol had no significant learning progression in the course of Game-based Situated Learning (Phase 2) of VIOSLE.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY

Games do not appeal to all students [2]. Every classroom has academic achievement-oriented students [20] who might need “justifications” before investing their time and effort in participating in game-based learning activities. Could students’ performance in game-based learning be treated as a kind of formal academic assessment at school?

Assessment is an important matter in education [23]. Apart from the purpose of providing academic achievement-oriented students with “justifications,” it is also a crucial sort of learning feedback for students to improve / enhance themselves. However, assessing students’ learning in gaming is not an easy job. In our experiences [21, 22], solely relying on students’ gaming results to evaluate their learning performance may trigger the issue of assessment unfairness. It is because games often have exploits3, and gamer students (who have rich gaming experiences) can usually create degenerate strategies4 on those exploits and win the games effortlessly [24]. On the other hand, using students’ reflective writing (in the case of Phase 3 of VIOSLE) as a basis for assessment seems more sensible. Nevertheless, it may disadvantage students who are bad in language or hate writing.

In view of bringing VIOSLE or other game-based learning initiatives into school education, assessment in game-based learning is a vital topic worthy of further study.
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1 Exploits refer to weaknesses or loopholes in a game that allow players to advance in the gaming effortlessly.

2 Degenerate strategies are ways of playing a game that ensure victory every time.